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Abstract

In this article we describe how different types of multi-
agent organizations can be used to address the challenges
posed by a large-scale distributed sensor network environ-
ment. The high-level architecture is given in some detail,
and empirical data is provided showing the various effects
that organizational characteristics have on the system’s
performance. We show how partitioning of the environment
can lead to better locality and more constrained communi-
cation. It is demonstrated how the size of these partitions
can lead to disproportionate load on individuals in the pop-
ulation or increased load on the population as a whole, so
this parameter must be assigned with care. Details are also
provided on the creation and maintenance processes associ-
ated with the different organizational structures being used.

1 Introduction

Distributed vehicle monitoring as an example applica-
tion of distributed situation assessment and more generally
distributed resource allocation has been a problem stud-
ied extensively in the MAS community since its infancy
[8, 4, 3]. This environment is particularly interesting when
investigating issues of scale, because practical scenarios can
be envisioned employing distributed sensor networks that
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are arbitrarily large both in number and geographic size.
Each member of such a network would have some type of
data producing or interpretation capabilities, resulting in a
potentially overwhelming amount of information requiring
analysis. In large numbers or constricted environments, the
sensor population may also become constrained by shared
resources or conflicting goals, creating the possibility of
performance degradation when these bounds are reached or
exceeded. In this paper, we propose using organizational
structure to address these problems, which can appear in
different forms in many different large-scale domains.

The goal of a distributed sensor network is most gener-
ally to employ a population of sensors to obtain information
about an environment. In this paper, we will focus on us-
ing such a network to track one or more moving targets,
although they may also be used to monitor weather condi-
tions, traffic patterns and computer networks. Inherent in
such a system are the limitations imposed by the sensors
themselves. We assume no individual sensor is capable of
solving the goal by itself, or else there would be little need
for the network. Instead, the sensors, each of which is un-
der the control of an agent, must collaborate in some way
to achieve their common goal. In our target tracking exam-
ple, the sensors’ measurements consist of only simple am-
plitude and frequency values, so no one sensor has the abil-
ity to precisely determine the location of a target by itself.
The sensors must therefore be organized and coordinated
in a manner that permits their measurements to be used for
triangulation. More measurements, and particularly more
measurements that are taken in groups at approximately the
same time, will lead to better triangulation and a higher res-
olution track. Additional hurdles include a lack of reliable
communication, the need to scale to hundreds or thousands
of sensor platforms, and the ability to operate within a real
time, fault prone environment. The characteristics of the
environment are covered in detail in [5].

The notion of “organizational design” is used in many
different fields, and generally refers to how entities in a so-
ciety act and relate with one another. This is true of multi-



agent systems, where the organizational design of a system
can include a description of what types of agents exist in the
environment, what roles they take on, and how they interact
with one another. The objectives of a particular design will
depend on the desired solution characteristics, so for dif-
ferent problems one might specify organizations which aim
towards scalability, reliability, speed, or efficiency, among
other things. To date, relatively little work has been done
in the multi-agent community analyzing the characteristics
and tradeoffs of different organizational types. We will pro-
vide quantitative results of our design to address this.

The organizational design used in this solution primarily
attempts to address the scalability problem, by exploiting
locality of reference and organizational constraints to im-
pose limits on how far certain classes of information must
propagate. As will be seen, the parameters guiding the cre-
ation of the organization can have a dramatic impact on the
performance of the system. In our design, we use an envi-
ronmental partitioning technique to create localized regions
of interaction. The number of agents contained by these
partitions effects how efficient the system is as a whole, as
large regions may create large disparities in agent load, and
small regions cause a more global increase in overhead. In
sections 3 and 4 we will show quantitative evidence of these
effects, and describe the tradeoffs that exist between them.

By far the most limiting resource present in the environ-
ment is the communication medium, and we will therefore
use this metric to describe the effects of the organization.
The radio frequency, channel-based communication mod-
ule available on the sensors is distance limited, has rela-
tively low bandwidth and throughput and provides no reli-
able or broadcast protocols1. Loss and corruption can occur
when multiple messages overlap on the same communica-
tion channel, and only eight channels are available - each
providing roughly the same throughput as a 14.4 modem.
It is infeasible under these conditions to route all measure-
ments from a reasonably large population to a central au-
thority. In such an environment, the scope of agents’ in-
teractions also comes into play, because of the aggregate
effects of communication events by those agents.

Thus, the goal of our organization is twofold: to facil-
itate gathering and interpreting measurement data, and to
limit the range of interactions agents have in general. By
imposing behavioral guidelines on agents’ behaviors, the
proposed solution will scale to large-scale populations.

2 Organizational Overview

The environment is first divided by the agents into a se-
ries of partitions or sectors, each a non-overlapping, identi-

1A limited broadcast capability does exist, which can reach all sensors
listening on a single channel. It is not possible in this architecture to broad-
cast a single message to agents which are using different channels.

cally sized, rectangular portion of the available area, shown
in figure 1A. The purpose of this division, as will be shown
below, is to limit the interactions needed between sensors,
an important element of our attempt to make the solution
scalable. In this figure, sensors are represented as divided
circles, where each 120 degree arc represents a direction the
node can sense in. As agents come online, they must first
determine which sectors they can affect. Because the envi-
ronment itself is bounded, this can be trivially done by pro-
viding each agent the height and width of the sectors. The
agents then use this information, along with their known
position and sensor radius, to determine which sectors they
are capable of scanning in.

Within a given sector, agents may work concurrently on
one or more of several high level goals: managing a sec-
tor, tracking different targets, producing sensor data, and
processing sensor data. The organizational leader of each
sector is a single sector manager, which effectively acts
as a hub within a nearly-decomposable hierarchical orga-
nization, by serving as an intermediary for much of the lo-
cal activity. For example, they will generate and distribute
plans (to the sensor data producers) needed to scan for new
targets, store and provide local sensor information as part
of a directory service, and assign target managers. They
also concentrate nonlocal information, such as target disam-
biguation and sensor status data, facilitating the transfer of
that knowledge to interested parties. Individual track man-
agers initially obtain their information from their originat-
ing sector manager, but will also interact directly, though
less frequently, with other sector and track managers, and
thus do not follow a fixed chain of command or operate
solely within their parent sector as one might see in a fully-
decomposable organization. Track managers will also form
commitments with one or more agents to gather sensor data,
but this relationship is on a voluntary basis, and that gather-
ing agent’s behavior is ultimately determined locally.

To see how the organization works in practice, consider a
scenario starting with agents determining what sectors they
can affect, and which agents are serving as the managers for
those sectors. In Figure 1, these sector managers are repre-
sented with shaded inner circles. Once an agent recognizes
its manager(s), it sends each a description of its capabili-
ties. This includes such things as the position, orientation,
and range of the agent’s sensor. The manager then has the
task of using this data to organize the scanning schedule for
its sector. The goal of the scan schedule is to use the sensors
available to it to perform inexpensive, fast sensor sweeps of
the area, in an effort to discover new targets. The manager
formulates a schedule indicating where and when each sen-
sor should scan, and negotiates with each agent over their
respective responsibilities in that schedule (see Figure 1B).
The manager does not strictly assign these tasks - the agents
have autonomy to decide locally what action gets performed
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Figure 1. High-level architecture. A: sectorization of the environment, B: distribution of the scan
schedule, C: negotiation over tracking measurements, and D: fusion of tracking data.

when. This is important because sensors can potentially
scan in multiple sectors; thus there is the possibility that an
agent may receive multiple, conflicting requests for com-
mitments from different sector managers. The agent’s au-
tonomy and associated local controller permit the agent it-
self to be responsible for detecting and resolving these con-
flicts. If one receives conflicting requests for commitments,
it can elect to delay or decommit as needed. Shaded sensors
in the previous figure show agents receiving multiple scan
schedule commitments.

Once the scan is in progress, individual sensors report
any positive detections to the sector manager which as-
signed them the scanning task, which can then be used to
spawn a new track manager. Internally, the sector manager
maintains a list of all local agents that currently perform the
role of track manager, and location estimates for the targets
they are tracking. This location estimate is used to deter-
mine the likelihood of the positive detection being a new
target, or one already being tracked. If the target is new, the
manager uses a range of criteria to select one of the agents
in its sector to be the track manager for that target. Not
all potential track managers are equally qualified, and an
uniformed choice can lead to very poor tracking behavior
if the agent is overloaded or shares communication band-
width with other garrulous agents. Therefore, in making
this selection, the manager considers the agents’ estimated
load, communication channel assignment, geographic lo-
cation and activity history. Ideally, it will select an agent
which has minimal channel overlap, is not currently track-
ing a target, but has tracked one previously. This will mini-
mize the potential for communication collisions, which oc-
cur if two agents on the same channel attempt to send data

at the same time, but maximize the potential amount of
cached organizational data the agent can reuse. As we have
seen previously, this notion of limited communication is an
important motivating factor and recurring theme in this ar-
chitecture which contributes to the organizational structure,
role selection, protocol design and the frequency and ver-
bosity of communication actions.

The assigned track manager (shown in Figure 1C with
a blackened inner circle) is responsible for organizing the
tracking of the given target. To do this, it first discovers
sensors capable of detecting the target, and then negotiates
with members of that group to gather the necessary data.
Discovery is done using the directory service provided by
the sector managers. One or more queries are made ask-
ing for sensors which can scan in the area the target is pre-
dicted to occupy. The track manager must then determine
when the scans should be performed, considering the de-
sired track fidelity and time needed to perform the measure-
ment, and negotiate with the discovered agents to dissemi-
nate this goal (see Figure 1C). As with scanning, conflicts
can arise between the new task and existing commitments at
the sensor, which the agent must resolve locally. The source
of a given commitment can identify how important its task
is to it, which is normalized in such a way that it has the
correct importance relative to others in a more global sense.
For instance, if a track manager determines that a sensor is
particularly useful, based either on its location relative to
the estimated position of the target or the scarcity of viable
alternative sensors, this can be reflected in the importance
value of the commitment. These importance values then al-
low the local agent to effectively discriminate among con-
flicted tasks with an eye towards global social welfare.



The data gathered from individual sensors is collected
by an agent responsible for fusing the data and extending
the computed track (see Figure 1D). The different measure-
ments are used in a triangulation process, where amplitude
and frequency values can place the target’s location and
heading relative to their source sensor, and several of these
relative values can be combined to triangulate an absolute
position. In a general sense, this data fusion agent could be
any agent in the population able to communicate efficiently
with both the data sources and the ultimate destination of
the tracking data. However, the data fusion itself is fairly
lightweight in this application, and thus does not benefit
from distribution for load balancing purposes, and transfer-
ring the fusion data results in an additional delay while it is
being communicated to the track manager. Therefore, our
organization assigns this fusion task to the track manager it-
self, which avoids this delay with relatively little overhead.
If the data values returned are of high enough quality, and
the agent determines those measurements were taken from
the correct target, then they are used to triangulate what the
position of the target was at that time. This data point is
then added to the track, which itself is distributed back to
the track manager to be used as a predictive tool when de-
termining where the target is likely to be in the future.

At this point the track manager must again decide which
agents are needed and where they should scan. Under most
situations, the process above is simply repeated. However,
if the target has moved far from where the track manager is,
the track managing task may be migrated to a new agent in
a different sector. This is done to avoid the penalty associ-
ated with long-distance communication, which may cause
unwanted latency or unreliability transferring information.
This technique is covered in more detail in section 4.3.

3 Organizational Types

Several different types of organizational constructs are
used in this system, each with different behavior appropri-
ate for some specific task, and each designed to meet our
scalability requirements. As will be shown, an integral part
of each of these structures is the notion of locality. Infor-
mation propagates and is made available to only the agents
which have need of it. In some cases, such as with the envi-
ronmental sectorization, artificial boundaries are created to
produce the notion of locality at the expense of time or flex-
ibility. In other cases, as with target tracking, information
locality is exhibited naturally through the domain.

This class of organization reflects the behaviors at the
“agent level” of the sensor’s software, and affects the roles
and goals taken on by the sensor. Lower level organizations,
which govern such characteristics as communication proto-
col details and location discovery[1], are also important but
beyond the scope of this article.
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Figure 2. Affect of sector size on messaging.

3.1 Geographic Organization

The most obvious structure is the partitioning described
above, which forms an organization based on the geo-
graphic location of the sensors. Because much of the in-
formation being communicated is contained within sectors,
the size and shape of the sector has a tangible effect on some
aspects of the system’s performance. If the sector is too
large, and contains many sensors, then the communication
channel used by the sector manager may become saturated.
If the sector is too small, then track managers may spend
excessive effort sending and receiving information to dif-
ferent sector managers as its target moves through the en-
vironment. We initially hypothesized that a reasonable sec-
tor would contain from 6 to 10 sensors, although the phys-
ical dimensions of such a sector depend on the density of
the sensors, and in different environments one would need
to take into account sensor range, communication medium
characteristics and maximum target speed. In the following
sections, we will discuss and show empirical evidence de-
scribing these characteristics, and in section 5, we will show
how this evidence supports our initial hypothesis.

Figure 2 shows some of the effects of varying partition
size. In these experiments, a group of 36 sensors were orga-
nized into between 1 and 36 equal-sized sectors with 4 mo-
bile targets. The results were observed over 10 runs per con-
figuration in a simulation environment which closely mod-
els the performance of physical sensors. The graph shows
that a larger numbers of sectors (and correspondingly fewer
sensors in each sector) can significantly increase the amount
of communication traffic, primarily because of overhead
from additional control messages. We will see in Figure
5 how individual message types contribute to this increase.

Partitioning the environment reduces the amount of com-
munication and processing agents must perform for several
different tasks. For example, generating a coherent scan
schedule is simplified by only taking into account a tractable
number of sensors. Similarly, when a new target is detected
during scanning that information is sent to only the appro-
priate sector manager, which can determine directly if it is
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Figure 3. Affect of sector size on agents’ com-
munication disparity.

a new or existing target based on local information.
As a side effect, partitioning does reduce the system’s

reactivity, because an extra step may be required to fetch
information that is not available locally. Instead of obtain-
ing information about all sensors from a single source, for
example, a track manager must perform several queries to
obtain information as its target moves. We cope with this
problem wherever possible by caching such data to avoid
redundant queries, and by assigning new roles whenever
possible to agents which have served that same role in the
past, to take advantage of that cached data.

3.2 Functional Organization

The varied assignment of roles forms a different, func-
tional organization [2] in the system. Agents specialize
their functionality in order to restrict the type of interactions
which must take place between agents. For example, to ob-
tain information about available sensors, a track manager
must only contact the relevant sector managers, which act
in that capacity as an information broker [9]. Concentrating
the track management functionality into individual agents
serves a similar role, by limiting the number of interactions
necessary to resolve conflicts that may arise in sensor usage.

Interestingly, although this type of functional decompo-
sition does reduce the total number of interactions an agent
might need to make, it can also increase that number for
particular individuals in the environment. For example, we
have seen how the sector manager is responsible for disburs-
ing information about the sensors in its sector, thus provid-
ing a single point of contact for such data. However, by
serving in this capacity, it makes itself a center of attention,
which can adversely affect its overall performance.

Consider Figure 3, which shows how sector size affects
the standard deviation in communication activity that indi-
vidual agents exhibit. This metric attempts to capture how
broadly agents in the population differ in their communi-
cation habits. A population where all agents are roughly
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Figure 4. Agents’ activity relation to sectors.

the same will have a low deviation, whereas a population
that has a handful of outlier agents with significantly higher
message traffic will have a high deviation. With fewer sec-
tors, and more agents in each sector, this graph shows a
marked increase in disparity, representing a situation where
a handful of agents are communicating much more than
their counterparts. Therefore, as the sector sizes scale, spe-
cialized agents can become “hotspots” of activity, which,
in this environment, can lead to significant data loss as
the communication channel becomes overloaded. Thus, in
comparison with Figure 2 which shows the average total
communication, we see a tension between sector sizes, as
smaller sectors lead to increased message traffic, and larger
sectors can imbalance load in the population.

A similar phenomena is observed in the activity of the
agents. Figure 4 shows how the deviation among individual
agents’ activity decreases with sector size, while activity of
the population as a whole is relatively unaffected. We did
not observe performance degradation because of increased
sector size, even in individual members of the population
(such as sector managers) which concentrated activity and
thus might suffer from excessive load in certain scenarios.
This is because the load incurred by the actions and com-
munication activity was relatively low compared to the time
provided for them. We expect that an increase in more com-
putationally expensive actions would cause performance to
degrade or improve as a result of changing sector character-
istics.

Although not required in the scenarios presented here, it
is interesting to note the applicability of this organization
to situations where agents have an additional limitation or
attenuation of communication capability based on the ge-
ographic distance separating the participants. In this case,
sectors, or the sector managers themselves, could serve as
the basis of an ad-hoc network, where messages are routed
from one region to the next, using the organizational struc-
ture as a guide, until they reach their destination. This fur-
ther emphasizes the intuitive notion that “local” commu-
nication is more efficient, and the locality of information
should be exploited by the organization.



3.3 Peer-to-Peer

Track managers form a different, peer-to-peer based or-
ganization among themselves. As their respective targets
increase in proximity, track managers will “discover” one
another and learn which sensors they use. This information
is first used to passively avoid contention by simply not re-
questing commitments from sensors that are known to be in
use. If such contention is unavoidable, the track managers
communicate as peers to resolve their conflict in a mutu-
ally agreeable way. A complex resource allocation protocol,
called SPAM, was developed for this process. More details
about this protocol can be found in [6].

3.4 Hierarchy

A fourth organization type exists, in the form of a
manager-worker hierarchy between track managers and the
sensors they intend to use. In this case, the managers send
commitments to these sensors, requesting measurements at
a particular time and place. The sensors uniformly accept
these commitments without complaint, but still have suffi-
cient autonomy to address unresolved conflicts among com-
mitments locally, if they exist. A similar hierarchy also ex-
ists between sector managers and sensors, which facilitates
scan task assignment and information disbursal.

In other environments, characteristics other than com-
munication may be important. Local computational power,
heterogeneous agent capabilities, and other shared, but lim-
ited resources can present constraints that can be addressed
through organizational constraints. To some extent, we do
address bounded rationality through the functional organi-
zation; agents attempt to separate roles that are known to
be computationally expensive for load balancing purposes.
However, in this distributed sensor network, such costs were
largely negligible when compared with the effects of con-
strained, large-scale communication issues.

4 Maintaining Organizations

Although we have seen how the organizations above can
be effective in their own right, there are costs associated
with creating and maintaining these structures, and one
must be sure that these costs do not significantly degrade
their benefits. These costs differ from those described in
the previous section in that they are more dependent on the
dynamics of the environment and organization.

4.1 Partitioning

Thus far, and for the experiments described in this arti-
cle, the partitions created by the agents are static and pre-
defined. The costs associated with this structure are rela-

tively minimal, as the agents need not discover what sector
they belong to, or maintain that information over time. This
assumption is overly restrictive for a realistic environment
where agents do not necessarily know their position or the
names of their sector managers a priori. It also becomes im-
practical to hand-generate such an organization as the pop-
ulation scales, or if newly arriving or malfunctioning agents
make the population dynamic. Therefore, our eventual goal
is to move to more arbitrary configurations and dynamic
construction of organizational relationships.

In [7] Sims, Goldman, and Lesser discuss more recent
simulation work enabling agents in a sensor network to self-
organize into nearly decomposable sectors. In this work,
the assumption that sectors are non-overlapping, identically
sized, rectangular divisions of the area is removed. Instead,
a sector’s boundaries are defined to be the intersection of
the circular viewable areas of each sensor within the sector.
The implication of this is that the borders of adjacent sectors
most likely overlap. The goal of self-organizing then is to
minimize the overlap between the sectors while maximizing
the coverage they provide. In other words, a sector that is
responsible for tracking a vehicle should be able to track
that vehicle while it is in the sector without requiring sensor
data from agents outside of the sector.

There are three basic components to the self-
organization process: maintenance, discovery, and negoti-
ation. The maintenance process must occur throughout the
life of the system since sector managers must make sure that
the members of their sectors still exist, and the members
must make sure that their managers still exist. In our ap-
proach, each member of a sector periodically sends a brief
message to its manager. If the manager does not receive a
message from a member, the manager assumes the agent is
no longer a member of the coalition and adjusts its evalu-
ation of the coalition accordingly. Likewise, the manager
periodically sends a message to each of its members. If
the member does not receive a message from its manager,
that member assumes the manager is no longer active as a
manager and joins the nearest coalition to it (as if it were
entering the system for the first time).

Discovery occurs when agents become active in the en-
vironment, since an agent must make itself known and learn
of other agents near it before it can work cooperatively with
them. To make this happen quickly, an entering agent joins
the nearest sector to it, by listening for beacons on the chan-
nel assigned to managers. If there is no sector manager
within range, the agent elects itself manager of a new sector
and begins attracting entering agents to it by broadcasting
a periodic beacon. Because the agents become active asyn-
chronously, this discovery phase results in a very rough di-
vision of the area into sectors.

The goal of the negotiation component is to refine the
rough sectors formed by the discovery process into the



nearly decomposable sectors needed for the organizational
structure. We have implemented several negotiation proto-
cols to enable sector managers to exchange sensor agents,
and redefine sector boundaries accordingly. Because the
discovery process often results in numerous small sectors,
the negotiation process results in many fewer sectors ideally
composed of eight sensors each.

To make this work, each sector manager has a utility
function that is dependent on the physical size of its sec-
tor, the number of agents in it, and how well the sensors
within the sector provide coverage of the region within its
boundaries. In the most promising protocol, sector man-
agers attempt to transfer sensor agents from one sector to
another in such a way that the sum of the marginal change
in utility of one manager and that of the other is maximal.

Our results show increases in global utility (defined as
the sum of each sector manager’s local utility) as high as
70% from the initial division of sectors to the partitioning
after organization. Also, according to our model of message
traffic, the vast majority of messages occur within sectors
rather than between them. Finally, the system shows the
ability to adapt to environmental changes such as the loss
of sensor agents by reorganizing with the resulting set of
agents after the failure is discovered.

The process of self-organization is especially important
as the number of agents in the system and the physical size
of the environment increase. It enables the agents to find an
efficient partition of the region into sectors through a local-
ized, iterative process and focuses communication to within
a small area compared to the size of the entire region.

4.2 Measurement Collection

The most dynamic organization in the environment is the
manager-worker hierarchy formed between track managers
and sensors, because the specific sensors working for a par-
ticular manager change continuously as the target moves.
This results in an increase in control messages needed to
maintain the organization. For example, as the target moves
into part of the environment the manager is not familiar
with, the track manager must send a directory service query
to the sector manager of that area to discover which sen-
sors are available. Once those sensors are found, additional
messages are needed to create and maintain data collection
commitments with them. Finally, as the target is tracked,
the relevant, nearby sector managers must be notified of the
target’s estimated position.

Figure 5 provides a more quantitative view of this over-
head. It shows that as the number of sectors increase ad-
ditional directory service and tracking control messages
are necessary. This is intuitively true, because there are a
greater number of sectors which must be interacted with
as the environment changes. Somewhat unexpectedly, the
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Figure 6. Effect of sector size on RMS error.

number of measurements also decrease as the sector sizes
decrease. This is also due to communication control over-
head; the increased time spent by the manager interacting
with the additional sector managers competes with the time
which needs to be spent interacting with the data collection
sensors. This is caused primarily by the sensor discovery
phase, and the higher probability of track manager migra-
tion. This decrease in the number of measurements affects
the RMS error of the tracking process, as shown in figure 6.
With fewer measurements, we see an increase in the average
and variability the track’s error.

4.3 Track Manager Migration

The technique of migrating the tracking responsibility
through the agent population as the target moves is another
aspect of local information exploitation. It should be clear
that, lacking the capacity for movement, the initial manager
selected to track a target will gradually become less effec-
tive as the target moves away from it. Simple signal latency
and attenuation conspire to make communication over dis-
tance less reliable. Therefore, when a target and the sensors
needed to track it are far enough away from the track man-
ager, the track manager contacts the closest remote sector
manager and hands off the tracking responsibility. By mi-
grating this task to follow the target, the organization is able
to retain locality despite the fact that the sensors themselves
are immobile. The observable result from this practice is a
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reduction in the distance that messages associated with the
tracking effort must travel.

Figure 7 shows the effects track manager migration has
on the average distance of communication. A track man-
ager will opt to migrate its task when the target has moved
away from the track manager’s parent sector(s). When there
are fewer sectors in the environment, and therefore individ-
ual sectors are larger, the tracking task will migrate less
frequently. Thus, in the graph we see that a lower aver-
age communication distance and better locality is observed
when sectors are smaller. Recall, however, that Figure 5
showed that smaller sector sizes also resulted in fewer to-
tal measurements and a greater control message burden, so
there is again a tension between the extents of the partition
size characteristic.

5 Results

Our experiments suggest a tradeoff exists between the
overall volume of message traffic and the distribution of
this volume over the agent population. Message volume is
decreased when there are fewer sectors, and fewer interac-
tions are needed to obtain information and meet objectives,
as shown in Figure 2. However, by having more communi-
cation over fewer interactions, individual agents may then
incur a disproportionate communication burden, as shown
in Figure 3.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the maintenance of these organi-
zations has a similar tradeoff, since larger sectors require a
lower control overhead and better RMS error, while smaller
sectors allow track migration to take advantage of informa-
tion locality. By searching for a common inflection point in
these results, we can conclude that a sector size between 4
and 9 is most appropriate. This supports our initial hypoth-
esis that sector sizes between 6 and 10 were “reasonable”.

6 Conclusions

The system presented in this paper uses several different
organizational paradigms to address challenges posed by a

distributed sensor network problem. The primary structure
consists of a partitioned environment, where each partition
contains sensors managed by agents that are further orga-
nized by function. Depending on an agent’s function, or
role, it will take part in other organizational constructs, us-
ing a peer-based or hierarchical organization scheme. Lo-
cality and constrained communication are exploited for a
scalable solution in a bandwidth-limited environment.

The quantitative conclusions presented here are quite do-
main specific. They depend on the communication charac-
teristics of the environment, the actions needed to achieve
the scenario goals, and the behaviors exhibited by the agents
managing the sensors. However, we feel that the types of
issues raised by these experiments, such as information lo-
cality, specialization bottlenecks and organizational control
overhead, are applicable to many different domains, partic-
ularly those which are communication intensive. More gen-
erally, we can conclude that such organizational parameters
can have significant effects on performance, making them
interesting candidates for further research.
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